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CIRCUIT POZNAŃ REGULATIONS 
 

 

§ 1 

This regulation states the general terms of use of Circuit Poznań (referred further as Circuit), situated at 

Wyścigowa 3 street in Przeźmierowo, in cases not mentioned in this regulation, the general safety rules, 

the rules of road traffic, fire protection, environment protection and the act of rising in soberty and anti-

alcoholic, as well as other acts and detailed laws are applying. 

 

§ 2 

Circuit is a sport and recreation facility, prepared and made for organizing and conducting such 

activities as motorsports, safe driving training, sport and recreation events, displays, shows and public 

events. 

 

§ 3 

1. Every use of the circuit is done on the basis of contract with Automobilklub Wielkopolski. 

2. Circuit can be used only by persons who obtained the allowance of Automobilklub 

Wielkopolski or the entity which is using Circuit at the given moment on the basis of contract 

with Automobilklub Wielkopolski. 

 

§ 4 

1. People on the terrain of the circuit shall strictly oblige these regulations and the orders of 

Automobilklub Wielkopolski or the entity using Circuit at the given moment and the persons 

authorised to. 

2. On the terrain of Circuit, with the exclusion of Circuit lane, rules of the Road traffic apply. 

3. Driving on the Circuit is only allowed to persons who have the appropriate permissions to 

drive a vehicle (cat. A - in case of motorcycle driving, cat. B - in case of car driving) or a sports 

licence (car, motorcycle or karting competitor), depending on the nature of the activity 

conducted on the circuit. 

4. On the terrain of Circuit it is strictly prohibited to consume alcohol. 

5. Children under 18 years old may be present on the circuit only in the company of adult 

guardian. 

 

§ 5 

Person staying at Circuit is obliged to inform Automobilklub Wielkopolski or the entity using the 

Circuit at the given moment, or person authorized by them, about any abnormalities, failures or 

damages to the vehicle or the infrastructure of the Circuit. 

 

§ 6 

Persons using Circuit are obliged to: 

a) Securing the safety of their own and the third party persons by assuring road traffic rules, 

precaution rules and limited trust to other users of the terrain and providing the right technical 

condition of the vehicles and appliances used on track, including the valid technical checks of 

the vehicles and appliances. 
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b) Providing for their own and third party persons suitable clothes, shoes and safety appliances 

and technical measures, according with demands of law and activities made on the Circuit. 

 
c) Obeying and using warning signs and signals (visuals and sounds) stated in sporting 

regulations and road traffic rules and anti-fire. 

 
d) Driving only on the roads (asphalt, concrete or gravel) being part of the Circuit layout, in order 

to prevent any damage to green terrain or the circuit infrastructure 

 
e) Driving only on the set and agreed roads, accordingly to the purpose of track use. 

 
f) Paying special attention during crossing or walking through the terrain used by other users of 

Circuit, and strictly obeying the entrance prohibition behind the safety barriers near track lane. 

 
g) Parking vehicles only in set places 

 
h) Taking all actions in order to protect the environment and minimizing the noise emission 

 
i) Stopping at once all driving or other activities and informing at once Automobilklub 

Wielkopolski or entity using the circuit at given moment, or authorized persons, in case of any 

danger shall arise for safety, health of people and their belongings, stating the scale and type of 

danger, place and time of the occurrence and reasons. 

 
j) Informing Automobilklub Wielkopolski or the entity using Circuit at given moment or person 

authorized by them, about any waste or pollution of the environment during activities on the 

circuit. 

 
k) Strictly obeying hours of the start and finish of the track time 

 
l) After the activities end, taking all the equipment and leaving the terrain of Circuit in the same 

condition as in the moment of track takeover – cleaning the waste, removing gravel from 

concrete and asphalt surfaces, removing all the results of technical liquid leaks etc. 

 

§ 7 

Person staying on the Circuit and person using Circuit, which will not obey the provisions of this 

Regulations or contract with Automobilklub Wielkopolski, will be at once removed from the terrain 

without any law to lay any claims. This person will be held responsible on the basis of deliberate guilt 

for any damage personal and material caused during use of Circuit. 

 

§ 8 

Automobilklub Wielkopolski is not responsible for any results of accidents which may occur as a result 

of not obeying these regulations, orders and advises by persons present on the Circuit or persons using 

Circuit. 

 

§ 9 

1. Use of the Circuit is on own risk of the person who uses track, with exclusion of any 

 responsibility of Automobilklub Wielkopolski 
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2. Entrance to Circuit is possible only after freeing Automobilklub Wielkopolski from 

responsibility from happenings which are not caused by proved and exclusive deliberate 

blame of Automobilklub Wielkopolski. 

3. Persons using Circuit have exclusive responsibility for any happenings caused by vehicles 

driving, which use or enter on the terrain of Circuit and are obliged to take and fulfil all third 

party claims caused by this. 

4. Person using Circuit has a full and exclusive financial liability for any damages of property and 

infrastructure on the Circuit especially caused by vehicles driving beyond set roads. 

 

§ 10 

1. Journalist accredited on the circuit are oblige to behave in compliance with the safety 

regulations during their stay on the circuit, especially to wear the press jacket, keeping at least 

three meters space from the track barriers, not crossing the track during races and following 

orders of the Marshalls and workers especially during journalist duties inside the circuit lane 

with keeping the appropriate safe distance from the lane. 

2. Not obeying the safety rules may result with taking away of the accreditation on the Press 

jacket and removing the journalist from the Circuit. 

 

§ 11 

1. These regulations are valid from the April 22, 2022. 

2. Special cases of Circuit use will be specified each time in the contract between the user of 

Circuit and Automobilklub Wielkopolski’. 


